The smoothed perturbation analysis (SPA) algorithm is proposed for estimating the derivative of the mean delay with respect to the routing probabilihy for a rorrtirlg probIe~n in datn-comnlullication networks. The algorithm requires minnnun knowledge about the system and is very suitable for on-line optimization of data-commutlicatioa networks. It is shown that the SPA algorithm is unbiased.
Introduction
In this paper we consider the derivative estimation problem for a single server queueing system. The system is a single server with a switch that controls the arrival stream to the server, The descipline is first-come-first-serve. Whenever a customer arrives, with probability p it will get into the queue and with probability (1 -p) it will be rejected.
The switching mechanism is independent of everything else. Both the interarrival time distribution and the transmission time distribution are general(G/G/l). The mean arrival rate is denoted by A. We assume that the system is stable, i.e., the probability that the queue content goes to infinity is zero. We will mainly consider the the mean delay per transmitted customer as our performance measure in this paper. The decision parameter is the switching probability p, We want to estimate F where EL denotes the average performance measure. This derivative, sometimes called the marginal delay, is important in distributed optimization of data-communication networks [6, 20, 1, 2] .
The purpose of this paper is to present an estimation algorithm which has advantages over other algorithms. The algorithm is developed based on the Smoothed Perturbation Analysis (SPA) approach. In Poisson arrival case the algorithm turned out to be similar to the algorithm proposed in 111, which has been discussed in (6,201 for possible applications in distributed optimization of data-communication networks. The algorithm requires minimum knowledge about the system and therefore is particularly suitable for on-line optimization purpose. However in [l] it is concluded that the algorithm is biased even for M case. Through our derivation it is shown that the algorit h M/l m is unbiased for general G/G/l system. Simulation results are consistent with our analysis.
We will point out the error in [I] that yields the wrong conclusion.
In the next section we briefly describe two recently developed derivative estimators to motivate the SPA approach.
Derivative estimators
Derivative estimation of discrete event systems such as queueing systems has recently become a very active research area [12, 8, 18, 16, 17] . To be precise, cons) er a stochasticsystem defined on a underlying probability space (n, f, P). A sample path of such a system is denoted as E(e,w), where 6' is regarded as a decision parameter and w E 0. The space fl is taken to be [O,l] is simply a set of data obtainable from <. Choice of an appropriate characterization depends on the particular concrete problem being addressed. We assume that for most practically important cases the following equality holds, due to the smoothing property of the conditional expectation:
It can be easily seen later that this assumption is valid for our routing pr0l11em.
Thus we have the SPA estimator [a; EL( :(ep))] SPA = pn, E[AL($ w))'zl (8) Comparing (7) and it is easy to see that in general (7) is easier to satisfy than , since the inner integral on the right hand side of (7) It is worth noting that t,he IPA method is a special case of the SP.4 method in the sense that, if we take o to be the sample path c itself, the SPA estimator reduces to the usual IPA estimator. On the other hand, if we take z as a constant, the SPA estimator then degenerates to the theoretical calculation of the derivative of the average performance.
Between the LWO extremes a whole spectrum of possibilities exists. A common feature of the LR and the SPA(including IPA) estimators is that they both seek to estimate the derivative directly rather than approximating it by A.J/Ae via repeated simulation. This feature enables the SPA to avoid the twin evils of nonlinear effects (when A@ is large) and "noise" magnification when At? is small).
SPA algorithm for general performance measure
To develop the SPA estimation algorithm we need to understand the structure of the sample path of the system. The sample path of our system can be generated as follows. At the instant of the ith arrival an interarrival time is generated to schedule the (; + l)th arrival.
An uniformly dist.ributed randon. number ui is then independt.ly generated and compared with the routing probability p, If tli 5 p then this arrivat wilt be accepted, otherwise it is rejected.
At the instant of a departure either a transmission time is generated to schedule the next departure time or the server will become idle until the next arrival begin to get its Lransmission.
Suppose the simulation run of our simple routing system temDenote the length of the run by e with probability 1 for finite n. Now suppose that the routing probability p is decreased by Ap. On the perturbed path there will be fewer customers accepted by the switch.
We call the path where there is one fewer accepted customer than the nomninal path the one-removal path. Notation PI'; is used to denote the ith one-removal path, i.e., the path where the ith customer is removed from the nominal path. The characterization of the nominal path is chosen as the switch status (which can be either on or off) sequence, i.e., we have
where si(<) is the switch status at the jth arrival and N(E) is the total nuorber of arrivals in the simulation run <. More precisely,
In other words, s,(E(p,w)) = 1 means that the jth arrival is accepted on the nominal path and sj(<(p,w)) = 0 means that the jth arrival is rejected on the nommal path. hater on we can see that we actually don't need to be able to observe the underlying uj for implementing the estimation algorithm. In the following we use As, to denote sj(E(p-AP,~)) -sj(E(P>w)) and As; = -1 to mean Asr = O;..,Ae,-1 = O,Asi = -l,Asi+t = 0, u * *, As, = 0 for simplicity. where Pi e P(Asi = -112) is the probahility that the it,h originally accepted customer is removed due to the perturbation -Ap given that si = 1; E[AL]Asi = -1, z] is the change of the sample performance caused by this removal; Pij 2 P(Asi = -1, Asj = -112) is the probability that both the ith and the jth originally accepted customers are removed simultaneously due to the perturbation -Ap, E[AL(Asi = -1,Asj = -l,z] is the effect of the two simultaneous removals; and so on. Since the random varrables s*, i = 1, , N are independent, we have Pi = P(As~ = -lt~) = P(As; = -11s; = 1) = P(s,(E(p -AP, w)) = 01% = 1)
Pip -Ap 5 1~3 < P) zz P(ui < P) and Pij = P(Asi = -1, Asj = -11~) = P(Aei = -1,Asj = -l(si = l,sj = 1) = P(G(<(PAp,~))=O,sj(E(p-AP,w))=Olsi = l,sid = P(~-ApCu,<p)P(p-Ap~uj<p) p(ui < P)P(Uj < P)
In general we have
Pi.-.j = (~)k. and we have where the negative sign comes from the fact that the perturbation of the decision parameter is negative. The last equality is due to the fact that T(t) is independent of Asi for i = 1,. . , n -1. For the case of i = n the length of the perturbed path is shorter than T c), since the removal of the last transmitted customer 6 makes t e sample path terminated at the departure of the n-Ith transmitted customer. However we are going to ignore this "tail effect", since this effect is small when n is large. Now we have
The above estimator can be furt,her simplified as follows.
we can use -g ,n(,'-l)T(E) (291 iLS >ur e:it1mator.
The unbiasedness of the above estimate is easy to check We ha3 e E IILiELl::,,l = -2 pn<nlI-ij E [T(E)I wh ch shows that estimate (29) is asymptotically unbiased. Note that for any finite run estrmate (29) is biased due to the tail erect which we ignored for the convenience of the calculation. As mentioned before, the effect of the removal of the nth customer should be different from others, since the simulation time is also shortened.
The "theoretical" SPA estimate (25) is unbiased as being proved.
This result is trivial. Neverthless it demonstrates that in estimating the derivative we need only consider one jump (in our case this is just one removal of originally accepted customers) at one time.
This is true for quite general discrete event systems (IO] and is particularly clear in this example, since the probability that more than one jump happen is clearly of higher order than Ap. A more interesting performance measure in this system, the mean delay can also be treated the same way. The only thing that needs more consideration is the calculatmn of EiALlAsi = -1, z], which we will discuss in the next section.
SPA algorithm for the mean delay
It is cIear from the above that for estimating the first derivative we only need to consider the effect of removing only one customer at one time. The sample average delay Z( [) for sample path E is defined as . I a\
where A(<) is the total t,ime that all the n customers spent in the syst.em on the nominal path c. The total time that the (n -1) customers spent in the system for Lhe ith one-removal path PP, is denoted by Ai(
The SPA est,imator then takes the form Thr: last. equalit,y is due to the independence of A(,f),Ai(E) and L(t) with respect to As<. and the estimate is
we can use as our estimator.
To prove that the SPA estimate is unbiased we have to show that lim E1r(Ae'z)! = 0, Al?
(36) *B-r"
As mentioned before, to do this we only need to show that the dela;eEtatF property (20). This can be done as follows.
where Ai...j denotes the total time the n-k remainning customers spent in the system and L(z) e E]t].z). It can be easily seen that (20) is satisfied for k < n. In the case of k = n we define E(L(E(p -Ap,w))(Asi = -1,-a. ,As,, = -l,r] = 0 for natural reasons.
Thus we have
and (20) 
This can be done as follows [ZO] . It is easy to =ee It is easy to see that removing a customer from one given busy period has ._---. busy period has no effect on customers transmitted m other busy periods, so that we on periods, so that we only need to consider the effect of the removal on customers from t on customers from the same busy period. For the mth busy period, denoted by BP,, let c:(m) be the amount of system time that the kth customer in BP, would save if the Ith customer were to be removed.
If we denote by 4 departure and arrival time of the m) and a,(m), respectively, the th customer m BP, relative to the beginning of the busy period, say, then one can easily obtam the following recursive formulas:
~f+~ ( 
Conclusion
In this paper we present a smoothed perturbation analysis algorithm for estimating derivative in a routing problem. The algorithm is shown to be unbiased, The result can be used in the distributed optimization of data-communication networks. The algorithm is similar to the algorithm proposed in [l] . The error in [l] which yield the wrong conclusion about the biasedness of the algorithms is pointed out. The SPA algorithm requires minimum knowledge about the system and therefore can be used for on-line optimization purpose. 
